What does quality of life mean to you?
Imagine your child being trapped in their body. They can’t walk, talk, sit up, eat,
breathe effectively…. this is their quality of life. You are desperately searching for
the key; the one thing that will change this quality. You try this and that, traveling
all across the country looking for an answer. As a parent, what do you do? Then
someone suggests you try horse therapy. Could it really work?
This is how many of the riders at Partners For Progress come to our program –
through a parents desperate desire to change the quality of their childs’
life………….and YOU make it possible for them. You affect EVERY life at Partners
For Progress. Lives like Emma and her family.
Emmas’ mom, Rebecca, states, “PFP has been a major contributor to some of Emma’s
biggest milestones to date. They have helped her develop the core strength and
coordination she needed to learn to walk, and her posture is visibly improved after
every session. The benefits have also gone far beyond the physical. Over the past
16 months since starting with PFP, Emma’s confidence, and eagerness to take on new
challenges, has skyrocketed!”…….quality of life.
All of the progress that Emma has made here at Partners For Progress is because of
YOU! You may not physically be here caring for a horse or sidewalking in the
arena or teaching volunteers how to assist their riders and horses, but without YOU,
none of this can happen.
And, none of this can wait. TODAY is the time to take action and give hope. Your
action gives the hope to overcome challenges, achieve dreams, and change a childs’
life. Make your affirmation of HOPE this holiday season by returning the enclosed
sheet or visiting our website to send your gift.
Remember, ALL gifts – even the smallest – CHANGES A LIFE. Thank You!
Sincerely,

Diane Helgeland
Diane Helgeland
Executive Director
P.S. Please consider a gift of $250.00, helping to change the quality of life for children like Emma. Thank YOU!

